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silhouette’s flexible capabilities are well-suited for those times when you need to quickly create additional mattes and renders for visual effects, or for rotoscoping. you can create a number of mattes in one shot, and then use those as a mask for further image processing. a number of motion and shape tools allow you to motion-track over your
shot, even multiple shots, and layer those mattes and tracks onto your main shot. once the mattes and tracks are on the timeline, you can add masking tools to apply them to your main shot. with silhouette, you can even paint over your original shot, and let silhouette automatically apply the new matte to the scene. silhouette is the perfect tool
for creating a series of mattes from a single shot, and then using those mattes to create a variety of different visual effects. you can create a matte for a number of different purposes, such as adding color or grain to a shot, or replacing part of a shot. these mattes can then be used as masks to add motion blur, and even a variety of other effects,
such as warp distortion, to other shots in the scene. silhouettefx is a powerful rotoscope and paint applications built on the top gpu-accelerated nodes technology and integrator with boris fx mocha 2d-3d tracking and effects. it can be integrated with a standard 3d pipeline using any render engine. you may also use silhouettefx as a standalone

application using it's gpu-accelerated nodes functionality. the application is also the perfect fit for teams utilizing multiple vfx packages including autodesk maya, autodesk flame, unreal engine, and 3ds max. silhouettefx is capable of running in two modes: single-pass mode or dual-pass mode. this allows you to choose the process that best suits
your needs and expectations. the dual-pass rendering can further be considered as single-pass with gpu-accelerated nodes.
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silhouette includes a powerful set of nodes for compositing and editing that work well for quickly producing quick results. nodes are drag-and-droppable so they can be added to any timeline. they come with default states so you don't have to
worry about assigning values to them. and they are fast to render even for complex compositions. silhouette's nodes work differently from other nuke based applications such as those from 3d coat and xplane. the nodes are not arranged as a

stack like in ae and the nodes can be added to any timeline. silhouette also has a set of powerful nodes for compositing and editing. the nodes come with default states, and they are drag-and-droppable. they are similar to the nodes in 3d
coat and xplane. they can be added to any timeline. silhouette has a powerful set of nodes for compositing and editing. the nodes come with default states, and they are drag-and-droppable. the nodes are similar to the nodes in 3d coat and

xplane. they can be added to any timeline. i learned everything i know about the software through this course. the tutorial which focused on learning practical part of working on the silhouette fx software is the most useful part of the course. i
did not know the software in detail. i thought i know the software but after taking this course i realized that there is lot more to learn. the lecture was delivered with the knowledge and experience of a vfx guru. and, it was a great experience.
for this course i must say its been really a great experience for me and i am sure that the course will help me to learn more. i was very excited to learn to work on a modern and cost effective software tool silhouette fx. i learnt to do a more

professional work with the help of a few different video tutorials which were very valuable for me to understand a little bit of the software tools. the best part of this course is that the instructor is a professional in this field and he knows about
the intricacies of the software and he has a vast experience in this field and he can explain to you the things which are difficult to understand for a fresher. the instructor clearly explains the concepts and important points which are not

explained in the official documentation. the tutor explains the whole process to you with the help of different videos in a practical way. the instructor is very knowledgeable and helpful and he tries to make you understand the concepts easily.
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